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I have noticed that you had expressed a legitimate objection about our Brother Junbah Sahib that He

has been unable to present any ILHAAM OR VAHEE in support of his claims. Your point is certainly 

true; but you are overlooking that He might have received the revelations, similar to the revelations

stated in my preceding paragraph.   

Why would an exceptionally intelligent person (like Junbah Sahib) make such claims, if He was not

sure that ALLAH GEE has asked/directed him to undertake this responsibility?  Any person with

average common sense realizes that the consequence of making such claims is rejection and tortures

and isolation and many other sufferings.  Unless, He was confident that His ALLAH will compensate

and reward him for these sufferings, why would he make such claims?  

I had also demanded the exact words of his ILHAAM OR VAHEE, which are the basis for his claims.

Our Brother Junbah Sahib; could not send the exact words or the dream that would have caused him

to believe in his mission. 

It is a little complicate to explain that I consider him to be TRUE in his mission, because He did NOT

write to me any Ilhaam or Vahee or Dream.  I know that your honour will understand this anomaly.  I

know with certainty that many revelations are revealed by ALLAH, in such manner that the recipient is 





fully aware of the meanings of those revelations.  He is sure, that it was only possible from his ALLAH.

Yet, it is (almost) impossible for that recipient to describe or explain that revelation or vision.

Therefore, it is my understanding that; Brother, Abdul Ghuffar Junbah Sahib, must have received the

revelations which are NOT explicitly describable. 









 

 





 



    

   












